
 

        

products have been imported into Simcoe County 
from Michigan over the past three years,” he said.

He continued by showing three projects DECAST lost 
to American manufacturers in the last few years in 
Halton Region.

“These three projects, in aggregate, cost DECAST 41 
full-time jobs,” he said.

 “A good start would be by adopting reciprocity at the 
municipal level, we ask that you take this message to 
the FCM,” he said. “We cannot sit back and see our 
business get eroded by protectionist policies of our 
biggest trading partner.”

Tully said DECAST’s competitors and other Canadian

manufacturers and exporters are lobbying the 

federal government to have some of the Buy 

American restrictions removed.

“We’re just asking for a level playing field.”

The Canadian Concrete Pipe & Precast Association 

(CCPPA) supports the efforts of the Canadian  

Manufacturers and Exporters (CME) on these issues. 

CCPPA also applauds the actions of the Government 

of Ontario, as outlined in the statement from

Premier Wynne on page two of this publication.

An executive from DECAST Ltd. appeared before 
the Township of Essa Council in Ontario to talk 
about the negative effects the United States’ 
Buy American policy has had on Canadian
manufacturers, and asked them to support 
adopting a reciprocal policy.

DECAST Ltd., a major Canadian infrastructure 
manufacturer, is asking the Township of Essa 
to support the adoption of a policy that would 
have reciprocal effects of the Buy American 
policy employed by the United States.

“Buy American makes it exceedingly difficult and
often impossible for Canadian manufacturers to 
sell their products to the U.S. despite the North 
American Free Trade Act,” DECAST Ltd. Executive 

Vice President, Jim Tully, explained to Council.

Buy American Act was first introduced in 1933. The 
act requires the U.S. government to prefer U.S. made 
products in its purchases.

In 2010, Tully said the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) was successful in lobbying the 
federal government to put pressure on the United 
States to exempt Canada from some of the Buy 
American provisions, but recent changes have brought 
the issue up again.

“In 2015 additional restrictions on products which 
incorporated iron and steel were introduced under 
Buy American, making it virtually impossible for 
companies like DECAST to sell into the United States,” 
Tully said, noting the fact that American companies 
have no restrictions on selling into Canada, exacerbating 
the issue.

In his presentation to council, Tully highlighted three 
American companies aggressively selling into the
Ontario market.

“DECAST has no ability to go into their markets. I can 
tell you a considerable amount of piping and precast 
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Educate your staff on topics such 
as Protecting Yourself as a Gravity 
Pipe Designer, the Marston 
Spangler Method or PipePac 
Software with a free Lunch & 
Learn from CCPPA. You pick the 
topic and invite key staff, and we 
bring lunch and a 60-minute 
presentation — at no charge to you.

Call 519.489.4488 or email  

resources@ccppa.ca to book 

your Lunch & Learn today

Lunch & Learns

In This Issue...

Let CCPPA organize a plant tour 

for your team. Member facilities 

produce a wide range of concrete 

pipe and precast products. Our 

tours address:

• Quality Control 

• Manufacturing QA Programs

• Dry cast manufacturing

• Wet cast manufacturing

• Three edge bearing strength

   testing

• Hydrostatic testing

• Product examination. 

Call 519.489.4488 or email 

resources@ccppa.ca to book 

your tour today. 
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Etobicoke Creek Trunk Sewer

Premier Reinforces Commitment to Defending Ontario 
Workers and Businesses

Pearson International Airport is Canada’s largest and busiest airport, 

and serves Canada’s largest and busiest metropolitan area. Pearson has 

approximately 443,000 flights a year and over 41 million passengers 

annually. That being said, to interrupt operations for construction is not 

an option, which is why microtunneling was used for the twinning of the 

Etobicoke Creek Trunk Sanitary Sewer. 

The Regional Municipality of Peel 

operates and maintains a lake-based 

water conveyance system which services 

the cities of Mississauga, Brampton and 

Caledon. There are two major sanitary 

trunk sewers within the system, the East 

Trunk (Etobicoke Creek Sanitary Trunk 

Sewer) and the West Trunk (Credit Valley 

Sanitary Trunk Sewer). Peel Region 

had previously twinned the majority of 

the East Trunk for redundancy and to 

accommodate future growth. The portion 

under Pearson was the final link in the 

twinning program. 

The Etobicoke Creek Trunk Sewer 

Twinning project was designed by 

Hatch (formerly Hatch Mott MacDonald),

with construction awarded to 

Dibco-CRS, a joint venture. The 

project consisted of approximately 

612 metres of 1650mm and 1800mm 

sanitary pipeline. 575 metres of the 

pipeline was installed using 

microtunneling methods. The pipes 

were to be installed 8 to 10 metres below Runway 23 and two 

adjacent taxiways. There was no room for an intermediate shaft. 

Standard microtunneling pipe sizes are 1500mm or 1800mm, 

therefore, the microtunneling portion was increased from

1650mm to 1800mm. DECAST supplied the reinforced concrete 

microtunneling pipes. 

Premier Kathleen Wynne released the following statement regarding

New York State’s decision on Buy American provisions:

“I am pleased that New York State has dropped Buy American provisions

from its budget. Ontario’s economy is deeply interconnected with New 

York State’s and that relationship supports good jobs and growth in both 

of our regions. This decision recognizes lawmakers’ commitment to 

building on that strong relationship. The result also supports and sustains 

the economic opportunities created for people in Ontario and New York 

through open access to government procurement.

The decision reflects a clear understanding among New York State’s 

political leaders of just how important our ongoing partnership is to both 

economies. The tremendous volume of trade between Ontario and New 

York State, which totaled US $22.7 billion in 2016, will continue to help 

drive prosperity in both regions.

Our government has worked closely with our partners in the federal and

Québec governments to ensure that Canada was top of mind as New 

York State’s legislators considered the Buy American provisions. Michael 

Chan, Minister of International Trade, and Brad Duguid, Minister of 

Economic Development and Growth, travelled to Albany in late March to

advocate for Canadian businesses and workers. Monique Smith, Ontario’s 

Representative in Washington,D.C., was also on the ground several times 

in Albany, including last week, to ensure ongoing awareness of Ontario’s

DECAST’s 1800mm microtunneling pipes were designed with a silica 

fume additive to increase its density and impermeability which increases 

resistance to corrosion and chemical attack. For 1200mm and above, 

DECAST supplies wet cast pipes instead of dry cast pipes. Wet cast 

pipes offer a much smoother exterior surface which plays a key role in 

reducing jacking forces by minimizing friction 

and resistance.  The pipes were rated to 

have a maximum jacking load capacity of 

1,141 tons. Marc Gelinas, Principal Project 

Engineer from Hatch stated, “because of the 

limited accessibility of the area, we wanted 

to ensure that we had the most robust and 

durable pipe possible.”

Having the drive length in excess of 500 

metres, it was considered highly likely, by 

the designers that 5 intermediate jacking 

stations (interjacks) would be required to 

limit the thrust forces on the microtunneling 

pipes to an acceptable level. During the 

microtunneling process, the design and 

construction teams paid close attention 

to the machine data, ensuring that proper 

lubrication occurred and limits for allowable 

pipe jacking loads were not reached. With 

DECAST’s high strength, high quality pipe 

having a better than average allowable load, 

and with careful attention to installation 

methodology by Dibco-CRS, NONE of the 

interjacks were used. 

The microtunneling portion of the project 

started on October 27, 2015 and was 

completed on December 3 without disturbing the busiest runway in 

Canada. In June 2016, 4 years after design began, the final link in the 

twinning of the Etobicoke Creek Trunk Sewer was completed. Peel 

Region has the ability to use either or both of the twinned sewers at 

any time. Flow can be diverted into one sewer and allow for inspection 

or rehabilitation of the other.

close relationship with New York State and solicit support. We also 

enlisted the support of experts in the state budget process to ensure

our position was heard.

As part of that process, our government was also prepared to react 

quickly if discriminatory Buy American provisions had passed with the 

budget. Cabinet met last week and discussed how that response would 

have included introducing legislation next week to allow Ontario to 

respond strongly to the Buy American policies.

This effort has paid off. Through our government’s extensive engagement 

with state legislators, we have made sure that they clearly understand 

the value of the important business relationship between Ontario and 

New York State.

We do not take for granted our deep and long-standing relationship with

New York State. I look forward to continuing to work closely with 

Governor Cuomo and with our other partners across the U.S., including 

at the National Governors Association meeting in Rhode Island in July.

I will also continue to support Ontario workers and businesses by 

advocating for free trade and open, fair and competitive access to 

government contracts. We will continue our efforts to enhance our trade 

relationships with partners in the U.S. and around the world. 

As Premier, I am working to create opportunity and security for people 

in our province and free trade creates good jobs for the people of 

Ontario. I will continue to stand up on their behalf every time.”

DECAST reinforced concrete microtunneling pipe



BC MOTI Uses Precast Concrete Boxes on Major Highway

British Columbia’s Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure chose to 

realign a section of the #3 Provincial Highway between Hope and Princeton

and install precast concrete box culverts to improve road safety and 

hydraulic capacity of a redesigned drainage system. The highway is a 

section of the Trans-Canada Highway locally known as the Hope-Princeton

Highway. The mostly two-lane highway mainly follows a mid-19th century 

gold rush trail that took its name from the Crowsnest Pass; the location 

at which the highway crosses the Continental Divide between British 

Columbia and Alberta.

Removal of S-curves required an extensive upgrade to the stormwater 

and snowmelt conveyance systems. Subsequently, precast box structures 

were specified for box culverts designed to accommodate increased flow, 

volume and the new alignment of the drainage systems.

Langley Concrete Group (LCG) worked with R.F. Binnie & Associates Ltd.

to provide the box designs. Three box designs were prepared.

1. Less than 6m (20ft.) of cover

    1.8m (6ft.) x 1.5m (5ft.) x 1.5m (5ft.) over 101m (331feet).

2. 15m (<50ft.) of cover

    2.4m (8ft.) x 1.5m (5ft.) over 95m (312 feet)

3. 22m (72ft.) of cover

    2.4m (8ft.) x 1.5m (5ft.) over 76m (250 feet)

Once the designs had been accepted, LCG produced all product under the

QCast program of the American Concrete Pipe Association to ensure quality

products from the certified Chilliwack plant. The QCast Plant Certification 

(qcast.org) is a voluntary program to continue the advancement of quality 

in the precast concrete pipe and products industry.

Emil Anderson Construction (EAC) Inc. installed all precast concrete box 

sections using LCG’s hydraulic pipe puller. The pipe puller is a tool that 

assists in homing the joints for both concrete pipe and box culverts.   

With a service life greater than 100 years, these precast structures will 

contribute to a safe highway through Crowsnest Pass and serve as a low 

maintenance component of the storm water conveyance system that adds 

value to province’s critical infrastructure assets. 

 

Quick Notes

Who Owner: British Columbia Ministry of Transportation 
and Infrastructure
Project Engineer: R.F. Binnie Consultants Inc.
Contractor: Emil Anderson Construction (EAC) Inc.

What Precast box structures for three precast concrete box culverts

Why Improve highway safety and accommodate stormwater and 
snowmelt flow and volume of new drainage alignment

When July 2015

Where A section of the #3 Provincial Highway between Hope and 
Princeton, B.C.

How Construction of three box culverts of varying lengths depths, 
and size
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Specially designed box culvert with 23 metres of fill under Highway 3

The Engineer’s Right To Choose Must Be Defended

Culverts, bridges, and drainage pipeline systems are structures. The 

design engineer must make the decision on the materials and products 

that will provide not only project functionality but also protect the safety 

of the public. It is the design engineer who is ultimately responsible for 

the performance of the structure throughout the design life of the project. 

It is the engineer who accepts liability each time he or she stamps plans 

and specifications.

New materials and products entering the market must be approved by a

senior engineer, and compete with standardized materials and products 

like concrete that are proved to perform as designed for various structures.

Engineers are asked more often to evaluate materials and products with 

little performance record, little or no scientific research and analysis, and 

a small body of knowledge on how well they will best serve residents and 

businesses of a community.

The claims of manufacturers are sometimes accepted with little validation 

but, an engineer who specifies a material or product is liable for any 

failures in performance, or injury to the public. Engineers are becoming 

increasingly hesitant to include materials and products with questionable 

performance in their specifications until the applications are based on a 

solid foundation of science and testing. It is their job to make sure that 

products are suitable for the specific project they were hired to design.

Interference in the design of buried infrastructure: Interference by some 

registered lobbyists and elected representatives in the purchasing 

process can have a significant impact on the performance and ultimate 

value of buried infrastructure. When local policy on the procurement of 

materials and products forces design engineers and specifiers to include 

all available products and materials in tenders, the professional opinion 

of engineers is affected. For example, it is not unusual in the USA for 

manufacturers of flexible products to lobby elected representatives to 

introduce bills with the purpose of gaining market advantage through 

legislation.

Bills are introduced to circumvent the materials and product choices of 

engineers by approaching politicians who lack the technical training of 

a design professional and encouraging them to sponsor bills that direct 

a public authority to not prefer one type of suitable piping material over 

another, without “sound engineering practice” behind the decision. To 

the casual viewer, this section of a bill is the most innocuous. “Sound 

engineering practice” should rule the decision-making process. 

An examination of the ambiguous nature of this statement is revealing. If 

a professional engineer were to decide that a certain pipe material would

not be appropriate as a storm drain, and remove it from the list of suitable

materials for his/her project, few would argue that the engineer had gone

against “sound engineering practice” by removing the unsuitable material 

from the specifications. Under this scenario, however, there is no stopping

the manufacturer of the unsuitable pipe material from suing the engineer, 

and likely the owner, to be reinstated into the list of approved products.

Elements of a buried precast concrete pipeline
Photo: Courtesy of American Concrete Pipe Association
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Innovative Box Culvert Design Supports Critical Fish 
Habitat – Barefoot Box Culvert™

RJ Burnside & Associates Ltd. and Con Cast Pipe

Introduction

Degraded cast-in-place structures eventually need to be replaced but 

the costs associated with clear-span structures may not be affordable 

to all clients. Innovation in the precast industry may be at a new level

for ecological consideration with the new Barefoot Box Culvert™ 

designed by R.J. Burnside & Associates Limited. The Barefoot Box 

Culvert™ was designed to promote groundwater upwelling while 

maintaining thermal conditions – an acceptable precast replacement 

for watercourse crossings.

Background

The Township of Melancthon is responsible for numerous concrete 

structures that convey headwaters, which support sensitive cold-water 

species such as Brook Trout that are protected and regulated under 

the Fisheries Act, governed by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans 

(DFO).

A structure replacement was required on a headwater stream of the Pine 

River that supports all life stages of Brook Trout, with numerous areas of 

groundwater input (critical habitat). The existing degraded structure was 

a “cast-in-place open-bottom culvert.” The old structure was experiencing 

severe deterioration and had a 10 tonne load limit posting which prevented 

local agricultural equipment and machinery from travelling over the 

structure. The Township requested Burnside to design a replacement for 

Structure 2027, located on Sideroad 15, approximately 0.2 km west of 

CR124, north of Shelburne.

Burnside worked with Con Cast Pipe to ensure that the Barefoot Box 

Culvert™ design integrated all of the required specifications relating to 

structural integrity of the precast concrete box units and cut-off walls. 

Each box unit was 2.0m in length and designed according to OPSS 1821 

and CSA S6 (CHBDC). The five pieces of 3658mm x 1829mm box units 

and two precast concrete cut-off walls were manufactured to CSA A23.4. 

The installation contractor, Drexler Construction Limited, was responsible

for the removal of the existing structure, the installation of the new precast

concrete culvert and the construction of the cast-in-place distribution 

slab that was required due to the very low cover over the culvert.

Solution

Based on the sensitivity of the site and headwater system that supports 

Brook Trout, it was important to replicate the form and function of the 

watercourse as well as the existing conditions. Burnside proposed the 

3658mm x 1829mm precast concrete box culvert that was designed to 

promote groundwater input through strategically placed perforations in 

the bottom slab of the box units. The Barefoot Box Culvert™ incorporates

unique design characteristics such as the preformed holes in the bottom 

slab of the box units for groundwater upwelling and discharge as well as 

suitably sized river stone simulating natural substrate, accommodating

a meandering low flow channel within the structure. The plan view in the 

next column illustrates the strategic placement of preformed holes to 

promote groundwater upwelling.

The profile below illustrates the comparison between the Barefoot Box 

Culvert™ and a typical open bottom culvert with footings. Based on the 

design comparison we note the following observations:

• No footing that forms a barrier blocking lateral ground water input

• Cut-off wall promotes ground water upwelling into perforations

• Cut-off wall creates the required hydrostatic pressure to promote

 groundwater upwelling

• Speed of construction between a precast box culvert and a clear

span requiring cast-in-place footing (substantial cost savings and 

ease of construction)

Supply and Construction

A budget estimate of $300,000 (plus HST) was allocated to complete 

the engineering and construction of the new structure. Burnside was 

required to identify a suitable design option that addressed the safety 

and environmental concerns at the site and fit within the Township’s 

budgetary constraints. The contract included demolition and removal 

of the existing 3.0m span concrete open bottom structure, which was 

determined to be in poor condition and recommended for replacement.

Burnside successfully managed the culvert replacement by providing 

engineering services and contract administration for the Township. Con 

Cast Pipe delivered the client a precast box unit structure that addressed 

the environmental, safety and budgetary conditions associated with the 

project. 

The 3658mm x 1829mm box units were manufactured at Con Cast Pipe’s 

Guelph, Ontario manufacturing facility. The units were cast in advance of 

the project installation date and were delivered to site in a “just-in-time” 

delivery scenario to eliminate wait times on site and expedite the 

installation of the precast box units. The openings cast into the bottom 

slab of the box units were placed in accordance with the details provided 

by Burnside to ensure that the Barefoot Box Culvert™ units would 

perform as designed and would function properly to improve the man-

made environment within the invert of the box units. 

Results

To monitor the success of the Barefoot Box Culvert™ and this new 

approach, a number of metrics needed to be determined prior to actual 

construction and placement of the structure. To determine if the design 

(base slab perforations, cut-off walls, bedding) worked, Burnside installed 

shallow stream bed piezometers at various depths to measure groundwater 

upwelling and hydraulic gradient. Each piezometer was outfitted with 

an Automatic Water Level Recorder to determine water levels within the 

piezometer compared to the natural stream conditions.  

Degraded structure for replacement, “cast-in-place” open-bottom culvert

continued on page 5 
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Barefoot Box Culvert™ 

Based on the results of the surface and groundwater data collected, all piezometers 

located within the Barefoot Box Culvert™ show an upward hydraulic gradient 

(increased water levels) that promote groundwater discharge and upwelling within 

the culvert (See graph below). Piezometers revealed a 2-4cm increase in groundwater 

level above existing base flow conditions which could significantly increase 

groundwater contribution.

Additional monitoring is still being conducted with regards to groundwater levels

and temperature Brook Trout use and underwater footage of spawning activity

downstream of the culvert (<5m downstream) has been captured using under water 

cameras by Burnside.

As-built conditions have also been reviewed by DFO and the Conservation Authority 

to ensure all mitigation measures and approved detailed design was completed as 

proposed.

Closing

The new structure brought the site to current standards in all respects, including 

safety, geometry, road grades and load capacity. It is Burnside’s understanding

that the Barefoot Box Culvert™ is the first of its kind approved by the Nottawasaga 

Valley Conservation Authority and DFO in Ontario. Collaboration between Burnside’s 

aquatic ecologists, hydrogeologists, structural engineers and Con Cast Pipe’s 

precision manufacturing has taken pre-cast innovation to a new level in watercourse 

crossing design with the Barefoot Box Culvert™.

Christopher Pfohl, C.E.T., EP, Can-CISEC – Sr. Aquatic Ecologist is the Aquatic 

Group Team Lead at RJ Burnside and Associates Limited, a company that provides 

Innovative Engineering and Environmental consulting services for private and public 

sectors across Canada.

Barefoot Box Culvert™, post construction – Pine River, Melancthon

continued from page 4 
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Fire in Plastic Storm Sewer in Edmonton

A project in the city of Edmonton, Alberta had city 

residents alarmed when they witnessed a large 

plume of black smoke in the air and fire trucks 

rushing to the scene in August, of 2016.

The project involved the installation of a large 

diameter storm trunk in a commercial area of the 

city. One specific portion of the trunk called for a 

1500mm diameter thermoplastic storm pipe to be 

installed inside of an 1800mm diameter steel 

casing to cross under the road near the intersection 

of 137th Avenue and 142nd Street. The issue arose 

when a welder on site was attaching the steel 

cutting head and was unaware that the plastic pipe 

was resting inside the casing. This caused the plastic pipe to catch fire 

and spread along the length of the pipe. 

Approximately 80m of the large diameter storm 

pipe damaged and at least two fire trucks were 

dispatched to the site to help contain and ultimately 

put out the fire.

This incident posed a serious health and safety 

hazard to the on-site workers, as well as the public 

because it was close to the road and to nearby 

commercial buildings. No one was injured, but the 

incident could have been much worse if the fire had 

spread any further. Occupational Health & Safety 

(OH&S) shut the site down as result of the fire and 

this caused major project delays.

The result of this occurrence leaves one considering 

what the potential risk is due to fires with the installed plastic infrastructure 

system.

Themoplastic pipe on fire

Retain Employees through Well-Managed Maternity and 
Parental Leave

By Kim Allen, P.Eng.

Women make up just 12.8 per cent of licensed engineers across Canada, 

even though 19 per cent of the engineering degrees in Canada are awarded

to women. We need to do more to encourage women to enter and, as 

importantly, remain in the profession.

One area that is crucial to retaining skilled and valued talent is improving

career transitions, especially when it comes to managing leaves of absence.

A poorly managed transition, frequently experienced by women who 

traditionally take leave when they have children, is a contributing factor in 

attrition within the profession.

To this end, in early 2016 Engineers Canada and Geoscientists Canada 

jointly published Managing Transitions: Before, During and After Leave, 

a planning resource guide for employers and employees to better plan

for and manage maternity and parental leaves in the engineering and 

geoscience professions.

The benefits of actively managing transitions: Experience has shown 

that without forethought, re-joining an organization or re-entering the 

workforce after a leave of absence can be frustrating, especially when 

expectations are not managed. The simple solution is to proactively manage 

the transition beyond the minimum requirements of the law, something that 

many employers are not yet doing.

Knowing what to expect and building a positive, welcoming business 

culture will entice valued and talented employees to return, whether they 

be male or female. This benefits both the employee and the employer; 

leaves of absence will not disrupt career progression, productivity, project

deadlines or employee development. Well-managed transitions reduce

factors that contribute to under-representation and a lack of diversity in 

the workplace, and business continuity remains.

There are many opportunities for an employer to build a symbiotic relationship 

with an employee when it comes to leaves of absence. For example, has 

the leave been communicated to the wider organization as the employee 

prefers? Once on leave, is the employee kept in the loop on significant 

departmental meetings, training and social gatherings? Does the employee 

feel welcome (not pressured) to attend? These considerations can go a 

long way in helping the employee feel he or she is valued, still a member 

of the team, and most importantly, remain successful professionally while

going through a major personal change. These opportunities exist 

throughout all stages of the transition process, starting with planning for 

leave, during the leave period, when the employee is getting ready to 

return to work, and in the first six months after return.

Promising practices that encourage retention of professionals:  There 

are also a number of promising practices that foster a culture of retention. 

For instance, a designated period of flexible hours for an employee’s 

return is recommended. This may include work-from-home, reduced hours 

and other arrangements that allow for a friendly and successful re-entry. 

Flexibility can act as an adjustment period to help the returnee manage 

unforeseen challenges such as increased family responsibilities.

I encourage companies to be forward thinking and proactive in their leave 

policies. While some companies will institute baseline policies that require 

minimal involvement in supporting employees’ transitions and which only 

just meet legal requirements, those companies that go above and beyond 

these minimal standards are those that will see the greatest return on 

their investment in the form of enhanced employee retention and a better 

workplace culture. Reintegrating experienced employees is less expensive 

than recruiting, onboarding and training new employees. The average cost 

of replacing employees is about 40 per cent of the annual salary for entry-

level employees, 150 per cent for mid-level employees and up to 400 per 

cent for specialized, high-level employees.

But policies alone will not make a colleague’s transition a success. It is 

people that bring policies to life. And it is not sufficient for only the employee

going on leave, their supervisor and the human resources professional to 

be aware of these principles. Having all staff – from top executives through 

to junior employees – aware of the principles, like those in Managing

Transitions, helps ensure that all in an organization are supportive of the 

staff member going on leave.

Kim Allen, MBA, FCAE, FEC, P.Eng., was CEO of Engineers Canada from 

September 2013 to January 2017. This article was written with contributions 

from Engineers Canada staff members Jeanette M. Southwood, M.A.Sc., 

FCAE, FEC, P.Eng., and Julia Chehaiber, MEBT. Engineers Canada would 

like to thank APEGA’s Women in APEGA group, who created the foundational 

document upon which Managing Transitions is based.
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2017 Technical Seminars in 
Western Canada

The Canadian Concrete Pipe and Precast Association (CCPPA) hosted technical 

seminars in Winnipeg, January 31, Regina, February 1, and Saskatoon, February 2.

CCPPA engineers have also completed their series of seminars in British 

Columbia. They visited Prince George on February 14, Burnaby on February 15, 

and Kamloops on February 16. Feedback on the quality and content of the seminars

suggest that the topics resonated with the audiences and that there is an interest

in more educational events.

Many delegates were interested in plant tours and just as many subscribed to 

the CCPPA’s Concrete Pipe Journal. Follow up Lunch and Learn sessions were 

requested by some organizations.

Here is what many delegates had to say…

“I really appreciate the efforts from you and your colleagues for facilitating such an 

educational seminar.”

“Thanks, Andrea. The CCPPA seminar was very informative. I will definitely contact 

you or your colleague should there be questions I encounter.”

“Thanks Andrea, It was great to meet all of you. I found the workshop very informative.

I will definitely be in touch regarding a Lunch and Learn on PipePac and future design 

questions.

“Hi Andrea, Thanks to all of you for the time and effort spent to put together an 

excellent seminar.”

“I learned more about pipe today than all my time at university. Great primer for me, 

thanks you for sharing your knowledge and offering a resource/point of contact for 

asking questions.”

“Good overall. Would prefer a slightly slower pace for some parts of discussion so I 

can digest what’s being discussed.”

“Everything was well explained. Speakers were very knowledgeable.”

“Well done. Easy to understand and follow. Good flow, topic to topic. Can’t think of 

any areas that need improvement, sorry!”

“The speakers are all very good, knowledgeable on the topics, and very well organized.”

“Very clear, easy to understand. Knew the material that they were presenting.”

“Very interesting and applicable information to my work.”

“Fairly experienced speakers with a variety of experience. The personal stories are 

great and more are encouraged (real-world situations).”

“All the speakers knew their material very well. Very good presentation skills, kept it 

interesting.”

“Liked that the presenters rotated in and out throughout the duration of the presentation.

Presenters all very knowledgeable and passionate about the subject matter.”

“The seminar was well organized and all the presentations were very interesting,

informative and useful. I really enjoyed it, thank you!”

“Please convey all my appreciation for yesterday’s information session to Gerry and 

Paul. Drainage and sewage collection is not part of my field of expertise, but I did find 

the information clear and easy to understand, and the pointers to be very relevant. 

Indeed the work that the three of you did answered many of the questions I had

accumulated through my years of inspecting and contracting. I am definitively looking 

forward to a tour of the Expocrete facility, which I am sure will be of the caliber of the 

Souris Valley Industries tour last year.”

The CCPPA will arrange more seminars across the country in late 2017 and early 2018.

Details will be available at www.ccppa.ca and in the Concrete Pipe Journal. In the 

meantime CCPPA staff are pleased to offer Lunch and Learns and will arrange plant 

tours at concrete pipe and precast plants across Canada. Contact resources@ccppa.ca

The 6-hour Burnaby seminar attracted the most attendees.

concastpipe.com  |  1 800 668 PIPE  |  sales@concastpipe.com

 Whether you require non-standard sizes, bridges, custom solutions or expertise on 

how to address a challenging installation, we’re here to deliver. Partner with us and 

let our team turn your toughest design challenge into our latest concrete solution. 

They’re what we deliver to your projects.

M-CON PRODUCTS INC.

2150 Richardson Side Road

Carp, Ontario K0A1L0

T. 613.831.1736 

F. 613.831.2048

Toll Free. 1.800.267.5515

sales@mconpoducts.com

mconproducts.com

M-CON PIPE & PRODUCTS INC.

2691 Greenfield Road

Ayr, Ontario N0B1E0

T. 519-632-9112

F. 519.632.7440

Toll Free. 1.866.537.3338

salesayr@mconproducts.com

With the most diverse product line in the industry, 

we can help you with your infastructure needs.

CONCEPT | DESIGN | SOLUTIONS

We provide design consultation,

engineering support, and 

custom designs for any project.

We are Ontario’s leading manufacturer of 

underground precast concrete products. 

Some Concrete Examples Of Our Products, You Provide The Concrete

E: sales@msumississauga.com 

TF: 1-800-268-5336
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Concrete Pipe/Drainage Products Producer

Coldstream Concrete Limited

Location: Ilderton, ON

Tel: 519-666-0604

Fax: 519-666-0977

Email: rsbrown@coldstreamconcrete.com

Website: www.coldstreamconcrete.com

Contact: Robert Brown

Con Cast Pipe

Location: Guelph, ON

Tel: 1-800-668-7473

Fax: 519-763-1982

Email: sales@concastpipe.com

Website: www.concastpipe.com

Contact: Brian Wood or Jason Spencer

DECAST Ltd.

Location: Barrie, ON

Tel: 1-800-461-5632

Fax: 705-734-2920

Email: jtully@decastltd.com

Website: www.decastltd.com

Contact: Jim Tully

Forterra Pipe and Precast

Locations: Whitby, Cambridge, Ottawa

Tel: 1-888-888-3222

Fax: 519-621-8233

Email: leo.steffler@forterrabp.com

Website: forterrabp.com

Contact: Leo Steffler

Inland Pipe/Ocean Pipe

Locations: Calgary, Edmonton, Regina, Winnipeg, 

Vancouver

Tel: 1-800-268-0785

Fax: 403-261-6751

Tech Inquiries: Justin Arnott

Email: Justin.Arnott@LehighHanson.com

Website: www.inlandpipe.com

LafargeHolcim

Locations: Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg,  

Saskatoon, Thunder Bay

Tel: 780-410-3675

Fax: 780-410-3699   

Email: amir.azizi@lafargeholcim.com

Website: www.lafargecorp.com

Contact: Amir Azizi

Langley Concrete Group

Locations: Langley, Victoria & Chilliwack, BC

Tel: 604-533-1656

Fax: 604-533-8191

Email: pipeman@langleyconcretegroup.com

Website: www.langleyconretegroup.com

Contact: Mark Omelaniec

M-Con Products Inc.

Location: Carp, ON

Tel: 1-800-267-5515

Fax: 613-831-2048

Email: sales@mconproducts.com

Website: www.mconproducts.com

Contact: Carlo Taverna

M-Con Pipe & Products Inc.

Location: Ayr, ON

Tel: 519-632-9112

Fax: 519-632-7440

Email: dgalloway@mconproducts.com

Website: www.mconproducts.com

Contact: Doug Galloway

Rainbow Concrete Industries Ltd.

Locations: Sudbury, ON

Tel: 1-800-461-6281

Fax: 705-566-4813

Email: sales@rcil.ca

Website: www.rcil.com

Contact: Boris Naneff

Gaskets and Connectors

Hamilton Kent

Location: Etobicoke, ON

Tel: 1-800-268-8479

Fax: 416-674-6960

Email: bergre@hamiltonkent.com

Website: www.hamiltonkent.com

Contact: Bernard Gregoire

Press-Seal Gasket Corporation

Location: Fort Wayne, IN

Toll-free: 800-348-7325

Cell: 617-803-1750

Email: mtomkinson@press-seal.com

Website: www.press-seal.com

Contact: Matt Tomkinson

Reinforcing Steel

Laurel Steel

A Division of Harris Steel ULC

Location: Burlington, Ontario

Tel: 800-265-6811

Fax: 905-634-7888

Email: grant.fraser@laurelsteel.com

website: www.laurelsteel.com

Contact: Grant Fraser

Numesh Inc.

Location: Laval, PQ

Tel: 1-800-363-0847

Fax: 450-663-9049

Email: michel.mongeau@numesh.com

Website: www.numesh.com

Contact: Michel Mongeau

StelCrete Industries Limited

Location: Niagara Falls, ON

Tel: 1-866-924-0837

Fax: 905-735-3955

Email: bhansen@stelcrete.com

Website: www.stelcrete.com

Contact: Bob Hansen

Safety Climbing Equipment

MSU Mississauga Ltd.

Location: Mississauga, ON

Tel: 1-888-220-2213

Fax: 905-823-4947

Email: sales@msumississauga.com

Website: www.msumississauga.com

Contact: Virginia Junkin

Stepcon Industries Inc. 

Location: Mississauga, ON

Tel: 1-888-783-7266

Fax: 905-897-6001

Email: stepcon@on.aibn.com

Website: www.stepconindustriesinc.com

Contact: Michael Greer

Precast Manufacturing 
Equipment and Accessories

Mel C. Marshall Industrial Consultants Inc.

Location: Delta, BC

Tel: 604-943-8512

Fax: 604-943-2738

Email: melmarshall@telus.net

Website: www.precastconcretebc.com

Contact: Mel Marshall or Braden Marshall

J D Industrial Sales

Location: Cambridge, ON 

Tel: 519-267-4340

Cell: 519-841-2554

Fax: 888-463-7598

Email: drewblack@jdindustrialsales.com

Website: www.jdindustrialsales.com

Contact: Drew Black

businesspipeline CCPPA news

2017 CCPPA Fall Meetings 
during Oktoberfest
The 2017 CCPPA Fall Meetings will be held in St. Jacobs, 

Ontario from October 10th through 12th. These meetings 

will coincide with Oktoberfest in the Kitchener Waterloo 

area.

Kitchener-Waterloo Oktoberfest is an annual nine-day 

festival in the twin cities of Kitchener-Waterloo, Ontario, 

Canada. Based on the original German Oktoberfest, it is 

billed as Canada’s Greatest Bavarian Festival, and is the 

second-largest Oktoberfest 

in the world. It is held every 

October, starting on the 

Friday before Canadian 

Thanksgiving and running 

until the Saturday after. 

Estimates indicate that 

the event attracts roughly 

700,000 visitors to the 

region every year. Courtyard by Marriott 

Waterloo St. Jacobs

Engineered Pipe &
Precast Solutions

Leading Infrastructure Solutions

T    705.734.2892
TF  800.461.5632
F     705.734.2920

8807 County Road 56
Utopia, ON  L0M 1T0
decastltd.com

UTILIZING THE BEST FEATURES OF
CONCRETE AND STEEL

ENGINEERED AND MANUFACTURED TO
MEET YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS

24/7 SUPPORT FROM DECAST’S
EXPERT FIELD SERVICES TEAM

PROVIDING QUALITY PRECAST 
PRODUCTS THROUGHOUT BC.
CONCRETE PIPE • OIL INTERCEPTORS • MUNICIPAL CAST IRON • BOX CULVERT • 

3 SIDED CULVERT • MANHOLE & CATCH BASINS • BARRIERS • POLE BASES • 

PRECAST MANHOLE BASES • CUSTOM PRECAST • STORMCEPTOR®

Call BC toll-free 1.800.667.9600 www.langleyconcretegroup.com

LANGLEY CONCRETE LTD PARTNERSHIP

20142 Logan Avenue Langley, BC V3A 4L6 

Ph 604.533-1656 Fax 604.533-8191

LOMBARD PRE-CAST LTD PARTNERSHIP

661 Lombard Drive Victoria, BC V9C 3Y9

Ph 250.478.9581 Fax 250.478-0353


